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Abstract

Tasks such as record linkage and multi-target
tracking, which involve reconstructing the set of
objects that underlie some observed data, are par-
ticularly challenging for probabilistic inference.
Recent work has achieved efficient and accurate
inference on such problems using Markov chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) techniques with cus-
tomized proposal distributions. Currently, imple-
menting such a system requires coding MCMC
state representations and acceptance probability
calculations that are specific to a particular ap-
plication. An alternative approach, which we
pursue in this paper, is to use a general-purpose
probabilistic modeling language (such as BLOG)
and a generic Metropolis-Hastings MCMC algo-
rithm that supports user-supplied proposal distri-
butions. Our algorithm gains flexibility by using
MCMC states that are only partial descriptions
of possible worlds; we provide conditions under
which MCMC over partial worlds yields correct
answers to queries. We also show how to use a
context-specific Bayes net to identify the factors
in the acceptance probability that need to be com-
puted for a given proposed move. Experimental
results on a citation matching task show that our
general-purpose MCMC engine compares favor-
ably with an application-specific system.

1 INTRODUCTION

Many probabilistic reasoning problems involve recon-
structing the set of (possibly related) real-world objectsthat
underlie some observed data: for instance, the publications
and authors that are mentioned in a set of bibliographic
citations, or the aircraft that underlie a set of observed
radar blips. Because the number of possible ways to map
a set of observations to underlying objects is huge, these
problems are extremely challenging for standard proba-

bilistic inference algorithms. Specialized algorithms have
been developed in the fields of record linkage[Fellegi and
Sunter, 1969] and data association[Bar-Shalom and Fort-
mann, 1988] that yield approximate solutions for particular
classes of models.

Recently, Pasulaet al. [2003] and Ohet al. [2004] have
achieved state-of-the-art results on these problems using
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods. Given
a probability distributionp on an outcome spaceΩ, an
MCMC algorithm approximates the probability of a query
eventQ given an evidence eventE by generating a se-
quence of sampless1, s2, . . . , sN from a Markov chain
overΩ. This Markov chain is chosen so that it only visits
outcomes consistent withE, and its stationary distribution
is proportional top(s). The desired probabilityp(Q|E) is
then approximated as the fraction ofs1, . . . , sN that are in
Q. If the Markov chain is ergodic, then this approximation
converges to the correct posterior probability asN →∞.

Pasulaet al.[2003] and Ohet al.[2004] use the Metropolis-
Hastings (M-H) algorithm[Metropoliset al., 1953; Hast-
ings, 1970] to construct a Markov chain whose stationary
distribution is proportional top(s). In the M-H algorithm,
when the current state of the chain issn, a new state is sam-
pled from aproposal distributionq(s′|sn). Theacceptance
probability for this proposed move is:

α(sn, s′) , min

(
1,

p(s′)q(sn|s
′)

p(sn)q(s′|sn)

)
(1)

With probabilityα(sn, s′), the move is accepted andsn+1

is set tos′; otherwise,sn+1 = sn. The proposal distri-
bution can incorporate domain-specific heuristics that help
the chain to move quickly among reasonably probable hy-
potheses. As long as this Markov chain is ergodic, the sta-
tionary distribution will be proportional top(s) regardless
of the proposal distribution.

The recent successes of the M-H algorithm suggest that it
could be applied usefully to other relational inference tasks,
such as resolving coreference among noun phrases in text.
However, to recycle a comment that Gilkset al.made about
Gibbs sampling in 1994, “Until now all existing implemen-



tations have involved writing one-off computer code in low
or intermediate level languages such as C or Fortran.” Al-
though perhaps Matlab has replaced Fortran, this is still
true about M-H implementations today: the data struc-
tures that represent MCMC states and the algorithms that
compute acceptance probabilities are application-specific.
Tackling a new application — or even adding a variable to
an existing model — requires rewriting portions of the state
representation and acceptance probability code, in addition
to modifying the proposal distribution.

We would prefer to have a general approximate inference
system that computed answers to queries based on a user-
supplied probability model and proposal distribution. This
paper presents a prototype for such a system. To represent
the model, we use Bayesian logic (BLOG)[Milch et al.,
2005a], a language that allows us to express uncertainty
about the number of latent objects and the relations among
objects and observations. Many of our results would also
be applicable to other probabilistic modeling languages
[Pfeffer, 2001; Jaeger, 2001; Laskey and da Costa, 2005;
Richardson and Domingos, 2006; Mjolsness, 2005]. Ide-
ally, we would also like to have a declarative language for
specifying proposal distributions. However, at this point
we are only beginning to understand what constructs and
features such a language would need to have. Thus, we as-
sume that proposal distributions are specified procedurally,
as Java classes that implement a certain interface.

This paper focuses on the interface between the proposal
distribution and the main M-H engine — specifically, the
representation of MCMC states — and on how the engine
can efficiently compute acceptance probabilities for arbi-
trary proposals. We begin in Sec. 2 by describing the prob-
ability model and M-H implementation used by[Pasulaet
al., 2003] to resolve coreference among citations. We then
briefly review the BLOG language of[Milch et al., 2005a].
Sec. 3 introduces the architecture of our generic M-H sys-
tem. Our main contributions begin in Sec. 4, which dis-
cusses the state space of our M-H algorithm. The key point
here is that it is impractical to use MCMC states that cor-
respond to single possible worlds; instead, states are rep-
resented withpartial descriptions that denote whole sets
of worlds. We provide conditions under which MCMC
over sets of worlds yields asymptotically correct answers
to queries. Taking advantage of this theorem, we use state
descriptions that are partial in two ways: they do not instan-
tiate irrelevant variables, and they abstract away the num-
bering of interchangeable objects.

Sec. 5 discusses the data structures and algorithms nec-
essary to make generic M-H efficient. The goal here is
to avoid having the time required to compute the accep-
tance probability and update the MCMC state grow with
the number of hypothesized objects or the number of in-
stantiated variables. We use data structures that represent
a proposed world as a set of differences with respect to the

current world (Sec. 5.1). More interestingly, we can de-
termine which factors in the acceptance probability need
to be recomputed by maintaining a context-specific Bayes
net graph over the instantiated variables (Sec. 5.2). Sec. 6
presents experimental results on the citation matching task,
showing that our generic M-H system supports the same
proposal distribution that was used in a hand-coded im-
plementation, and has a running time of the same order of
magnitude.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 CITATION MATCHING

Pasula et al.[2003] employ an M-H algorithm to cluster ci-
tations into groups that refer to the same publication. They
use a generative model to define a distribution over worlds
containing publications, researchers, and citations. This
model includes prior distributions for researcher names and
publication titles. The authors of each publication are cho-
sen uniformly from the set of researchers, and the publica-
tion cited by each citation is chosen uniformly from the set
of publications. The text of a citation is generated from the
author names and title of the publication it cites, through
an observation model that allows abbreviations, errors, and
various styles of formating. Given the text of some ob-
served citations, the goal is to infer which citations co-refer.

The proposal distribution of[Pasulaet al., 2003] is based
on moves that split and merge clusters of co-referring ci-
tations. In a preprocessing step, the citations are grouped
into canopies: overlapping groups of citations that are sim-
ilar enough (according to a rough heuristic) that they have
a non-negligible chance of co-referring[McCallum et al.,
2000]. For each move, the proposal distribution randomly
chooses a canopy and two citationsc1, c2 in that canopy. If
c1 andc2 refer to the same publicationp1, then a new publi-
cationp2 is added and the citations ofp1 are split randomly
amongp1 andp2. If c1 andc2 refer to different publica-
tions, then the two publications may be merged. New ti-
tles and authors are proposed for the affected publications,
based on the text of citations that now refer to them. Fi-
nally, any publications and researchers that are no longer
connected to citations are removed from the MCMC state.

The resulting M-H algorithm recovers between 93% and
97% of the true co-referring clusters exactly. This accuracy
is significantly better than that reported by the developers
of Citeseer[Lawrenceet al., 1999], and is competitive with
more recent discriminative methods[Wellneret al., 2004].

2.2 BAYESIAN LOGIC

Bayesian logic (BLOG)[Milch et al., 2005a] is a language
for defining probability distributions over structures that
can contain varying numbers of objects with varying re-



1 type Res; type Pub; type Cit;

2 guaranteed Cit Cit1, Cit2, Cit3, Cit4;

3 #Res ∼ NumResearchersPrior;
4 random String Name(Res r) ∼ NamePrior;

5 #Pub ∼ NumPublicationsPrior;
6 random String Title(Pub p) ∼ TitlePrior;
7 random NaturalNum NumAuthors(Pub p)
8 ∼ NumAuthorsPrior;
9 random Res NthAuthor(Pub p, NaturalNum n)

10 if (n < NumAuthors(p))
11 then ∼ Uniform(Res r);

12 random Pub PubCited(Cit c)
13 ∼ Uniform(Pub p);
14 random String TitleText(Cit c)
15 ∼ TitleObsModel(Title(PubCited(c)));
16 random String NthAuthorText(Cit c,
17 NaturalNum n)
18 if (n < NumAuthors(PubCited(c)))
19 then ∼ AuthorObsModel
20 (Name(NthAuthor(PubCited(c), n)));

21 random String AuthListSuffix(Cit c,
22 NaturalNum n)
23 if (n < NumAuthors(PubCited(c)))
24 then ∼ AuthJoinModel
25 (NthAuthorText(c, n),
26 AuthListSuffix(c, Succ(n)))
27 else = "";

28 random String Text(Cit c)
29 ∼ FormatModel(TitleText(c),
30 AuthListSuffix(c, 0));

Figure 1: BLOG model for citation matching.

lations among them. These “possible worlds” are repre-
sented formally asmodel structuresof a typed first-order
logical language. A typed first-order language includes
a set oftypes, such asString, NaturalNum, Citation, and
Publication, and a set offunction symbols1, such asName,
Title, andPubCited. A model structure specifies a set of
objects for each type, and for each function symbol, it spec-
ifies a mapping from argument tuples to values.

A BLOG model specifies a generative process for con-
structing such possible worlds. Fig. 1 shows a simplified
version of the BLOG model that we use for citation match-
ing. The model begins by declaring object types (line 1)
and introducing someguaranteedobjects that exist in all
possible worlds. The rest of the model consists of two kinds
of statements.Number statements, appearing on lines 3
and 5, describe generative steps that add new objects to the
world. Dependency statementsdescribe steps that set the
value of a function on a tuple of arguments. For instance,
the statement on lines 16–20 specifies a distribution for the
observed author nameNthAuthorText(c, n), conditioning
on the true nameName(NthAuthor(PubCited(c), n)).

The objects that exist in a possible world include built-in
objects (of typesNaturalNum, String, etc.), guaranteed ob-
jects introduced in the BLOG model, andnon-guaranteed

1We treat predicates as function symbols with return type
Boolean, and constant symbols as zero-ary function symbols.

objects generated by number statements. Specifically, if a
number statement for typeτ generatesN objects, these ob-
jects are consecutively numbered pairs(τ, 1), . . . , (τ,N).

A possible world is fully specified by the values of cer-
tain basic random variables. For a given BLOG model,
the basic variables include anumber variablefor each
number statement,2 and a function application variable
Vf [o1, . . . , ok] for eachk-ary random functionf and each
tuple of appropriately typed objectso1, . . . , ok that exist in
any possible world. A BLOG model implicitly defines a
Bayes net (BN) over its basic random variables. This BN
may be infinite, and it is typicallycontingent: edges are
active only in certain contexts[Milch et al., 2005b]. For
instance,TitleText(Cit1) depends onTitle((Pub, 7)) only
in the context wherePubCited(Cit1) = (Pub, 7).

3 METROPOLIS-HASTINGS
ARCHITECTURE

Our general-purpose M-H system is imple-
mented in Java as part of the BLOG inference
engine, which is available for download from
http://www.cs.berkeley.edu/˜milch/blog .
Proposal distributions are written as Java classes that
implement an interface calledProposer . More precisely,
a class implementing theProposer interface defines a
family of proposal distributions: an object of this class
defines a specific distributionq(s′|sn) once it has been
initialized with a particular BLOG model, observed
evidence, and list of queries. UsefulProposer classes
may be specialized to a particular model and type of query:
for instance, a proposer for citation matching might only
support BLOG models identical to that in Fig. 1 (except
for variations in the number of citations); evidence that
consists of observed text for each citation; and queries for
whether two citations refer to the same publication (i.e.,
have the samePubCited value).

To begin the MCMC chain, the M-H engine calls a method
on theProposer object that generates an initial states0
consistent with the evidence. Then on each iteration, the
engine calls the followingProposer method:

double proposeNextState(MCMCState state);

The state object passed in is a copy of the current state
sn. The method changes the values of certain basic random
variables instate so that it represents a proposed states′

chosen fromq(s′|sn). The proposer must ensure thats′

satisfies the evidence and is complete enough to answer the
queries specified at initialization. The method returns the
log proposal ratioln (q(sn|s

′)/q(s′|sn)).

2In models where objects generate other objects, there is a
number variable for each application of a number statement to
a tuple of generating objects (see[Milch et al., 2005a]).



The general-purpose M-H engine then computes the prob-
ability ratio p(s′)/p(sn), and uses this along with the log
proposal ratio to compute the acceptance probability given
in Eq. 1. If it accepts the proposal, it setssn+1 equal to the
state object that was modified by the proposer; otherwise,
it setssn+1 equal to a saved copy ofsn.

4 MCMC STATES

MCMC states serve as the interface between the general-
purpose and application-specific parts of the generic M-H
system. The obvious way to apply MCMC to a BLOG
model is to let the MCMC states be possible worlds. How-
ever, the proposal distribution of[Pasulaet al., 2003] does
not propose complete possible worlds. A full possible
world typically contains many publications that are not
cited, that is, are not the value ofPubCited(c) for any cita-
tion c. The world must specify the values of theTitle and
NthAuthor functions on all the publications that exist. But
the proposal distribution discussed in Sec. 2.1 never pro-
poses titles or authors for uncited publications.

The contingent BN for the citation matching model makes
it clear that attributes of uncited publications are irrelevant:
in a world where a publicationp is uncited, theTitle and
NthAuthor variables defined onp are not active ancestors
of query or evidence variables. Proposing values for these
variables would be a waste of time. In fact, in some BLOG
models — such as a model for aircraft tracking with vari-
ablesState(a, t) for every aircrafta and natural numbert
— each possible world assigns non-null values to infinitely
many variables. In such models, proposing and storing full
possible worlds would require infinite time and space.

4.1 EVENTS AS MCMC STATES

Our generic MCMC architecture circumvents these diffi-
culties by allowing proposal distributions to usepartial de-
scriptions of possible worlds. For instance, the proposer for
citation matching specifies the values of thePubCited func-
tion on all citations, and specifies attributes for the cited
publications and their authors. Such a partial specification
can be thought of as an event: a set of full possible worlds
that satisfy the specification.

Thus, our system runs a Markov chain over a setΣ of
events, which are subsets of the outcome spaceΩ. The
following theorem gives conditions under which a Markov
chain overΣ will yield correct answers to queries.

Theorem 1. Let p be a probability distribution over a set
Ω, E and Q be subsets ofΩ, and Σ be a set of subsets
of Ω. Supposes1, s2, . . . , sN are samples from an ergodic
Markov chain overΣ with stationary distribution propor-
tional top(s). If:

1. Σ is a partition ofE; and

2. for eachs ∈ Σ, eithers ⊆ Q or s ∩ Q = ∅,

then 1
N

∑N

n=1 1(sn ⊆ Q) converges top(Q|E).

Proof. Let π be the stationary distribution of the Markov
chain overΣ, and letQ̃ be the set of states{s ∈ Σ : s ⊆
Q}. Then by standard results about ergodic Markov chains,
1
N

∑N

n=1 1(sn ⊆ Q) converges toπ(Q̃) asN → ∞. So

it suffices to show thatπ(Q̃) = p(Q|E). By definition,
π(Q̃) =

∑
s∈ eQ

π(s). Now sinceπ(s) is proportional to
p(s):

π(Q̃) =

∑
s∈ eQ

p(s)
∑

s∈Σ p(s)
(2)

By the assumption thatΣ is a partition ofE, we know∑
s∈Σ p(s) = p(E). We now argue that the set of eventsQ̃

is a partition ofQ∩E. To see this, consider anyω ∈Q∩E.
BecauseΣ is a partition ofE, there is exactly one sets ∈ Σ
such thatω ∈ s. Given thatω ∈ s ∩ Q, it follows by as-
sumption 2 thats ⊆ Q. Therefores ∈ Q̃. Thus, since
Q̃ ⊆ Σ, there is exactly ones∈ Q̃ containingω. SoQ̃ is a
partition ofQ ∩ E and

∑
s∈ eQ

p(s) = p(Q ∩ E). Plugging

into Eq. 2, we find thatπ(Q̃) = p(Q∩E)
p(E) = p(Q|E).

The next section discusses a way to choose the event setΣ.

4.2 PARTIAL INSTANTIATIONS

The most straightforward events to use as MCMC states
are those corresponding to partial instantiations of the ba-
sic random variables. To satisfy Thm. 1, these partial in-
stantiations must instantiate the evidence variables to their
observed values, instantiate the query variables, and define
a partition of the worlds consistent with the evidence.

Furthermore, to compute the acceptance probability given
in Eq. 1, the system must be able to compute the ratio
p(s′)/p(sn) for eventssn, s′ ∈Σ. In general, it is not easy
to compute the probability of a partial instantiation: for in-
stance, if the instantiation just includes the evidence vari-
ables, then computing its probability involves summing out
all the hidden variables. In some cases it is possible to sum
out uninstantiated variables analytically, but our generic
MCMC system currently cannot do so.

Instead, we limit ourselves to partial instantiations whose
probabilities are given by simple product expressions.
These are theself-supportinginstantiations: those that in-
clude all the active parents of the variables they instanti-
ate. To say this formally, we need a bit more background
on contingent BNs (see[Milch et al., 2005b] for details).
In a contingent BN, the conditional probability distribu-
tion (CPD) for a variableV is given by a tree where each
internal node is labeled with a parent variableU , edges
out of a node are labeled with values ofU , and each leaf
is labeled with a probability distribution overV . A par-
ticular parent variable may occur on some paths through



the tree and not on others: for instance, in the tree for
TitleText(Cit1), the root is labeled withPubCited(Cit1),
and the variableTitle((Pub, 7)) occurs only in the sub-
tree wherePubCited(Cit1) = (Pub, 7). An instantiation
σ supportsV if it is complete enough so that only one path
through the tree is consistent withσ. This path leads to a
leaf with some distribution overV ; we writepV (v|σ) for
the probability of the valuev under this distribution.

An instantiation isself-supportingif it supports every vari-
able that it instantiates. By the semantics of a contingent
BN, if σ is a finite, self-supporting instantiation, then:

p(σ) =
∏

V ∈vars(σ)

pV (σ(V )|σ) (3)

whereσ(V ) is the value thatσ assigns toV . Thus, if we use
self-supporting partial instantiations as our MCMC states,
we can computep(s′)/p(sn) with no summations.

To satisfy the conditions of Thm. 1, we need to use self-
supporting instantiations that form a partition ofE. In
particular, we need to ensure that these instantiations are
mutually exclusive: if some of them define overlapping
events, then worlds occurring in several events will be over-
counted. The following result ensures that we can avoid
overlaps by using “minimal” instantiations.

Definition 1. Let V be a set of random variables, andσ
be a self-supporting instantiation that instantiatesV. Then
σ is minimal beyondV if no sub-instantiation ofσ that
instantiatesV is self-supporting.

Proposition 2. Let V be a set of random variables in a
contingent BN. The self-supporting instantiations that are
minimal beyondV are mutually contradictory.

Proof. Assume for contradiction that two distinct self-
supporting instantiationsσ andτ that are minimal beyond
V are both satisfied by some worldω. By definition, nei-
therσ nor τ can be a sub-instantiation of the other. There-
foreσ instantiates a variable, call itX∗, thatτ does not in-
stantiate. Consider a graph overvars (σ) where there is an
edge fromX to Y if the path throughY ’s CPD tree that is
consistent withω contains a node labeled withX. Sinceσ
is minimal beyondV, there must be a directed path in this
graph fromX∗ to V; otherwise the sub-instantiation ob-
tained by removingX∗ and all its descendents would still
instantiateV and be self-supporting. But sinceτ is also
consistent withω, τ must instantiate all the variables along
this directed path in order to be self-supporting. This con-
tradicts the assumption thatτ does not instantiateX∗.

We have now identified a set of partial instantiations that
satisfy the conditions of Thm. 1 and have probabilities that
are easy to compute. If the evidence variables areVE

and the query variables areVQ, we use the set of self-
supporting instantiations that assign the observed valuesto
VE and are miminal beyondVE ∪ VQ.

4.3 OBJECT IDENTIFIERS

4.3.1 Proposers and interchangeable objects

Recall that in a BLOG model, the objects that satisfy a
given number statement are numbered. For instance, in
worlds where there are 10 publications, the publication ob-
jects are(Pub, 1), . . . , (Pub, 10). The BLOG model in
Fig. 1 specifies that the value of eachPubCited variable
is chosen uniformly from these publication objects.

However, our description of the Pasulaet al. proposal dis-
tribution in Sec. 2.1 does not say how it chooses publication
objects to serve as the values forPubCited variables.3 For
instance, consider an MCMC state where#Pub=1000,
but only 200 distinct publication objects currently serve
as values forPubCited variables. When the proposer per-
forms a split move — taking, say(Pub, 7), and splitting
off some of its citations to join a new publication — which
of the 800 previously uncited publications is used as the
PubCited value for these citations?

One answer that seems reasonable is to choose the lowest-
numbered uncited publication. However, in order to
have non-zero acceptance probabilities, all our MCMC
moves must be reversible: the reverse proposal probabil-
ity q(sn|s

′) must be positive. Under the policy just de-
scribed, a move that merges, say,(Pub, 7) into (Pub, 3) is
not reversible when(Pub, 1) happens to be uncited. Any
split move in the resulting state would assign citations to
(Pub, 1), not(Pub, 7).

Such reversibility problems can be avoided by choosing the
new PubCited value randomlyfrom the publications that
are uncited in the current partial instantiation. But it seems
that it should not be necessary to spend time invoking the
pseudo-random number generator to choose a publication,
since all the uncited publications are interchangeable. Fur-
thermore, if the proposer samples publications randomly,
then it must include these sampling probabilities in the for-
ward and backward proposal probabilities; this increases
the amount of bookkeeping involved in writing a proposal
distribution.

4.3.2 Abstract partial instantiations

Our general MCMC system includes an additional layer
of abstraction that makes it easier to write proposal dis-
tributions involving interchangeable objects. The idea is
to specify MCMC states usingabstractpartial instantia-
tions, in which unnumberedobject identifierscan be used
as both arguments and values for basic random variables.
For instance, an abstract partial instantiation using the iden-
tifier Pub@A3F could say:PubCited(Cit1)= Pub@A3F,
Title(Pub@A3F)= “foo”. We will refer to guaranteed and

3The original formulation of this proposer in[Pasulaet al.,
2003] does not includePubCited variables; the MCMC states just
specify a partition of the citations into co-referring groups.



non-guaranteed objects that exist in possible worlds ascon-
crete objects, to distinguish them from object identifiers.

Definition 2. Anabstract function application variablehas
the formAf [o1, . . . , ok] wheref is a k-ary function sym-
bol and o1, . . . , ok are concrete objects or object identi-
fiers. Anabstract partial instantiationσ consists of a set of
number variables4 and abstract function application vari-
ables, denotedvars (σ), and a function that maps each el-
ement ofvars (σ) to a concrete object or object identifier.
For each type, an abstract partial instantiation uses either
object identifiers or concrete objects to represent the non-
guaranteed objects, not both.

Semantically, object identifiers can be thought of as ex-
istentially quantified logical variables. The abstract par-
tial instantiation used as an example above is equivalent to
∃x((PubCited(Cit1) = x) ∧ (Title(x) = “foo” )). When
an abstract instantiation uses several object identifiers,they
are also asserted to be distinct.

Definition 3. A partial instantiationγ is aconcrete version
of an abstract partial instantiationσ if there is a one-to-
one functionh from object identifiers used inσ to concrete
objects that exist in some world consistent withγ, such
that σ instantiatesAf [o1, . . . , ok] if and only if γ instan-
tiatesVf [h(o1), . . . , h(ok)], and h(σ(Af [o1, . . . , ok])) =
γ (Vf [h(o1), . . . , h(ok)]). A world satisfiesan abstract
partial instantiationσ if and only if it satisfies some con-
crete version ofσ.

For instance, the abstract partial instantiation:

#Pub = 3, PubCited(Cit1) = Pub@A3F, Tit(Pub@A3F) = “foo”

has three concrete versions:

#Pub = 3, PubCited(Cit1) = (Pub, 1), Tit((Pub, 1)) = “foo”
#Pub = 3, PubCited(Cit1) = (Pub, 2), Tit((Pub, 2)) = “foo”
#Pub = 3, PubCited(Cit1) = (Pub, 3), Tit((Pub, 3)) = “foo”

4.3.3 Probabilities of abstract instantiations

Each abstract instantiation corresponds to an event, namely
the set of possible worlds that satisfy it (note that two in-
stantiations using different object identifiers may represent
the same event). But how do we compute the probability of
this event?

Lemma 3. Let σ be an abstract partial instantiation for
a BLOG model. Then all concrete versions ofσ have the
same probability, which we will callpc(σ). Also, if any
concrete version ofσ is self-supporting, then they all are.

The proof of this lemma relies on the stipulation in Def. 2
that an abstract instantiation cannot use both concrete ob-
jects and object identifiers for the same type. If such mix-
ing were allowed, then some concrete versions might have

4In models where objects generate other objects, number vari-
ables can also be abstract.

different probabilities than others, depending on whether
certain object identifiers were mapped to concrete objects
used elsewhere in the instantiation.

If an abstract instantiationσ contains an instantiated
number variable asserting that there aren objects of
a given type, andσ usesm object identifiers of that
type, then there arenPm , n!

(n−m)! distinct functions
that could play the role ofh in Def. 3. However, this
observation does not lead to a general formula for the
probability ofσ. The problem is that the concrete versions
produced by differenth functions may correspond to
overlapping events. For instance, two concrete versions of
the abstract instantiation(Title(Pub@A3F)= “foo” ) are
(Title((Pub, 3))= “foo” ) and (Title((Pub, 7))= “foo” ).
There are many worlds that satisfy both these concrete
instantiations. Twoh functions may even yield exactly the
same concrete instantiation. For example, supposeσ =
(Title(Pub@A3F)= “foo” ,Title(Pub@B46)= “foo” ).
Here anh function that mapsPub@A3F to (Pub, 1) and
Pub@B46 to (Pub, 2) yields the same concrete instantia-
tion as one that does the opposite, sinceσ makes the same
assertion aboutPub@A3F andPub@B46.

The difficulty in this last example is thatσ has a non-trivial
automorphism: interchangingPub@A3F and Pub@B46

yields σ itself. In general, the number of distinct con-
crete versions of an abstract instantiation witha automor-
phisms is 1

a
(nPm). But if the instantiation specifies re-

lations among the non-guaranteed objects — for instance,
publications citing one another — then counting automor-
phisms becomes difficult. Indeed, counting the number
of automorphisms of an undirected graph is polynomially
equivalent to determining whether two graphs are isomor-
phic [Mathon, 1979], a problem for which no polynomial-
time algorithm is known. This issue of automorphisms
does not just arise because we are trying to use abstract par-
tial instantiations as MCMC states: if we required the pro-
poser to choose non-guaranteed objects randomly, its pro-
posal probability calculations would also need to determine
how many different choices would yield the same proposal.

4.3.4 A useful special case

Fortunately, for many models of practical interest, there
is a simple way to avoid this issue. The abstract par-
tial instantiations that we use for citation matching only
make assertions about cited publications. That is, ifσ
uses an object identifier such asPub@A3F, then σ as-
serts PubCited(c)= Pub@A3F for some citationc. If
we apply two h functions that yield different concrete
values for Pub@A3F, say (Pub, 1) and (Pub, 2), then
the resulting concrete versions define disjoint events:
one assertsPubCited(c)= (Pub, 1) and the other asserts
PubCited(c)= (Pub, 2). In general:

Definition 4. An object identifieri is groundedin an ab-



stract partial instantiationσ if there is a logical ground
term ti such that every mapping functionh (as in Def. 3)
yields a concrete instantiation whereh(i) is the value ofti.

Proposition 4. Supposeσ is an abstract partial instantia-
tion whose concrete versions are self-supporting instantia-
tions having probabilitypc(σ). LetT be the set of types for
which σ uses identifiers, and assume that for every type
τ ∈ T , σ instantiates a number variable asserting that
there arenτ non-guaranteed objects of typeτ . If every
identifier used inσ is grounded, then:

p(σ) = pc(σ)
∏

τ∈T

nτ
Pmτ

(4)

wheremτ is the number of identifiers of typeτ used inσ.5

Proof. Given our discussion above, it suffices to show that
the mapping functionsh all yield disjoint events when ap-
plied to σ. Consider any two distinct mapping functions
h1 andh2, and letγ1 andγ2 be the corresponding concrete
versions ofσ. Let i be any identifier used inσ such that
h1(i) 6= h2(i). Becausei is grounded inσ, Def. 4 implies
that there is a logical ground termti such thatti evaluates
to h1(i) in every world satisfyingγ1, andti evaluates to
h2(i) in every world satisfyingγ2. Sinceh1(i) 6= h2(i),
this impliesγ1 andγ2 are disjoint.

Logical ground terms include not just expressions such
as PubCited(Cit1), but also nested expressions such as
NthAuthor(PubCited(Cit1), 1). The requirement that ob-
ject identifiers be grounded is not burdensome in scenarios
— such as citation matching — where the relevant objects
are those connected to guaranteed objects by some chains
of function applications. In BLOG models that involve
weighted sampling or aggregation, non-guaranteed objects
that do not serve as function values may become relevant.
In such cases, the proposer would need to represent such
objects concretely.

In cases where Prop. 4 applies, we can compute the prob-
ability of an abstract instantiation by just computing the
probability of one of its concrete versions and then mul-
tiplying in an adjustment factor that is a product of facto-
rials. In fact, the ratio of these adjustment factors in the
acceptance probability is the same as the ratio of adjust-
ments to the backward and forward proposal probabilities
that would emerge if we required the proposal distribution
to choose a distinct non-guaranteed object for each iden-
tifier randomly. But we have avoided the need to actu-
ally do this random sampling, and shifted this computa-
tion from the application-specific proposal distribution to
general-purpose code.

5This result can be extended to cases where objects generate
objects; then the product is not over types, but over applications
of number statements to tuples of generating objects. Abstract
instantiations must be extended to specify the generating objects
for each object identifier.

5 PERFORMING M-H STEPS
EFFICIENTLY

Our overall goal is to compute the probability ratio and
update the MCMC state in time that does not grow with
the number of existing objects or the number of instanti-
ated variables. This is not always possible, but application-
specific implementations exploit various forms of structure
to do these computations in constant time. We are able to
exploit some of the same structure in our generic system.

5.1 DIFFERENCE DATA STRUCTURES

We said in Sec. 3 that the M-H engine saves a copy of the
current statesn before passing a modifiable copy to the
proposer. But making a full copy ofsn would take time
linear in the number of instantiated variables. Thus, our
implementation does something more subtle. Thestate

object passed toproposeNextState is actually a differ-
ence structure or “patch” built on top of the current statesn.
This difference structure contains a hash table that maps
changed or newly instantiated basic variables to their new
values, as well as a list of newly uninstantiated variables.
The proposer actually just changes this patch; the underly-
ing copy ofsn is left unchanged. However, the difference
structure supports all the same access methods as an or-
dinary MCMCState data structure: if a client asks for the
value of a variable that has not been changed, the request is
just passed through to the original state.

If the proposal is rejected, the patch is simply discarded,
andsn+1 is set equal tosn. If the proposal is accepted,
then sn+1 is obtained by applying the patch tosn: that
is, changing the underlying state so it reflects the changes
made in the patch. This operation takes time linear in the
number of changed variables. The patch is then cleared,
leaving it free to accept modifications from the next call to
proposeNextState .

5.2 COMPUTING THE ACCEPTANCE
PROBABILITY

Besides maintaining the MCMC state, the main task
for our general-purpose code is to compute the accep-
tance probability. The proposal distribution provides
q(sn|s

′)/q(s′|sn), so we must compute the probability ra-
tio p(s′)/p(sn). If sn and s′ are represented as self-
supporting partial instantiationsσn andσ′, Eq. 3 tells us
that this ratio is:

p(σ′)

p(σn)
=

∏
V ∈vars(σ′) pV (σ′(V )|σ′)

∏
V ∈vars(σn) pV (σn(V )|σn)

(5)

Computing this ratio naively would require time propor-
tional to the number of instantiated variables inσ′ andσn.
But fortunately, many of the factors in the numerator and
denominator may cancel.



Definition 5. If a partial instantiationσ supports a vari-
ableV , then theactive parentsofV in σ are those variables
that occur as labels on nodes inV ’s CPD tree on the unique
path that is consistent withσ.

Proposition 5. Suppose two partial instantiationsσ andσ′

agree on a variableV and on all the variables that are ac-
tive parents ofV in σ. ThenpV (σ′(V )|σ′) = pV (σ(V )|σ).
Also,V has the same active parents inσ′ as inσ.

Thus, we only need to compute the factors for variables that
are newly instantiated, uninstantiated, or changed inσ′, or
whose active parents have changed values. Because we are
explicitly representing the differences betweenσ′ andσn

(see Sec. 5.1), we can identify the changed variables ef-
ficiently. However, it is not so easy to identify variables
whose active parents have changed. We can enumerateV ’s
active parents inσn by walking throughV ’s CPD tree. But
if only a few variables have changed, we don’t want to iter-
ate over all variables, seeing which ones happen to have a
changed variable as an active parent.

To avoid this iteration, we maintain a graph over the in-
stantiated variables inσn; this graph contains those edges
from the BLOG model’s contingent BN that are active in
σn. Each variable has pointers to its children, that is, the
variables of which it is an active parent inσn. Given this
data structure, we can efficiently enumerate the children
of all variables that are changed inσ′. The graph is con-
structed on the initial state, and then updated after each ac-
cepted proposal to reflect newly active or inactive parent
relationships inσ′. Conveniently, by Prop. 5, we only need
to update a variable’s active parent set if one of its active
parents inσn has changed – and we are enumerating these
variables anyway to recompute their probability factors.

If we use abstract partial instantiations, the probabilityra-
tio includes the factorial adjustment factors given in Eq. 4.
Again, computing these factorials naively would take time
linear in the magnitudes of the number variables. But if
the proposal makes small changes to the values of number
variables and the number of used identifiers, then most of
the factors inside the factorials cancel out.

The calculation techniques presented here do have some
limitations. One is that a variable’s child set may grow
linearly with the number of objects. In the citation match-
ing model, where the probability that aPubCited variable
takes on any particular value in a world withN publica-
tions is1/N , the#Pub variable is always an active parent
of all PubCited variables. So the time required to compute
the acceptance probability for a proposal that changes the
number of publications grows linearly with the number of
citations. This slowdown could be avoided by recognizing
that everyPubCited variable makes the same contribution
the probability ratio, so we can compute this contribution
once and raise it to the power of the number of citations.
However, our current implementation does not detect when

this can be done. Conversely, a variable’s active parent set
may grow linearly with the number of hypothesized ob-
jects: this happens in cases of weighted sampling or aggre-
gation. Finally, our approach does not allow the system to
detect cancellations between thep(s′) andq(s′|sn) factors,
such as occur in Gibbs sampling[Gelman, 1992].

6 EXPERIMENTS

We have developed a BLOG model and proposal distribu-
tion for the citation matching domain. Earlier work on ap-
plying M-H to this task[Pasulaet al., 2003] used an im-
plementation hand-coded in Lisp. Unfortunately, we do
not know all the details of the model and proposal distri-
bution used in that implementation, nor do we have data
on its running time. However, we do have all these de-
tails for an application-specific Java system that we imple-
mented in the summer of 2003. Our BLOG implementation
almost exactly reproduces the model and proposal distribu-
tion used in this hand-coded Java system, which thus serves
as our reference for speed and accuracy comparisons.

The BLOG model we use is an elaboration of the one
shown in Fig. 1. The prior distributions for author names
and titles are n-gram models learned from the author and
title fields of a large BibTeX file; some parameters of the
citation formating model are estimated from a set of hand-
segmented citations. Other parameters, such as typo prob-
abilities, are set by hand; the exact values of these param-
eters have little influence on the accuracy results. The pro-
posal distribution uses split-merge moves of the kind de-
scribed in[Jain and Neal, 2004].

Table 1 shows results on four sets of about 300–500 un-
parsed citations that were collected by[Lawrenceet al.,
1999]. The files are annotated with the true clustering
of citations into co-referring groups; the accuracy met-
ric is the fraction of true clusters recovered exactly. All
of the M-H implementations achieve better accuracy than
the [Lawrenceet al., 1999] technique, with the[Pasulaet
al., 2003] implementation doing best by a significant mar-
gin. The[Pasulaet al., 2003] implementation outperforms
the others because it uses more sophisticated prior distri-
butions for author names and citation formats, and more
finely tuned heuristics for proposing parses of citations.
There is little difference in accuracy between the hand-
coded Java implementation and the general-purpose BLOG
engine; this is to be expected, since they implement approx-
imately the same model and proposal distribution.

The timing results in Table 1 reflect the time required to ini-
tialize the system and run MCMC for 10,000 samples. Both
systems display significant variation in run time across data
sets; this reflects differences in the average number of ci-
tations affected by split-merge moves (the data sets have
different ratios of citations to publications) and differences
in the fraction of proposals that are accepted. However,



Face Reinforcement Reasoning Constraint
349 citations 406 citations 514 citations 295 citations

Phrase matching accuracy 94% 79% 86% 89%
M-H: Pasulaet al. accuracy (avg) 97% 94% 96% 93%
M-H: Java accuracy (avg) 95.1 (±1.3)% 81.8 (±2.5)% 88.6 (±1.0)% 91.7 (±1.4)%

accuracy (final) 96.0 (±0.9)% 86.1 (±3.6)% 89.4 (±1.8)% 91.8 (±2.1)%
time 14.3 (±0.1) s 19.4 (±0.2) s 19.0 (±0.3) s 12.1 (±0.1) s

M-H: BLOG accuracy (avg) 95.6 (±0.8)% 78.0 (±2.3)% 88.7 (±0.8)% 90.7 (±0.9)%
accuracy (final) 96.3 (±0.8)% 82.3 (±2.1)% 90.8 (±1.0) % 91.9 (±0.9)%

time 69.7 (±2.3) s 99.0 (±4.1) s 99.4 (±4.1) s 59.9 (±0.7) s

Table 1: Citation matching results for the phrase matching algorithm of [Lawrenceet al., 1999], the hand-coded M-H
implementation used by[Pasulaet al., 2003], a simpler M-H implementation hand-coded in Java, and the BLOG inference
engine. For the M-H algorithms, accuracy may be averaged over all 10,000 samples or computed on the final MCMC state;
times are measured for a run that computes the accuracy only on the final state. For the last two systems, we give 95%
confidence intervals based on 10 independent runs.

the BLOG engine consistently takes 5 times as long as the
hand-coded Java implementation.

There are three main reasons for this difference. First, in
the hand-coded implementation, an MCMC state is repre-
sented as a collection of Java objects of application-specific
classes such asPublication and Citation . The cur-
rent values of functions such asTitle andPubCited are
stored in fields on those objects. By contrast, the general
BLOG engine does not include specialized Java classes for
the citation domain; it uses a hash table that maps func-
tions and argument tuples to values. Thus, accessing and
updating the state is considerably slower in the BLOG im-
plementation. Second, the hand-coded implementation in-
cludes special code for determining which variables are af-
fected by moves that are proposed by its specific proposal
distribution. In order to support arbitrary proposals, the
BLOG engine must look at the list of variables changed by
the proposal, find their children in the current BN graph,
and (if the proposal is accepted) update the BN graph to re-
flect dependencies that are active in the new world. Finally,
computing the probabilities of variables given their parents
is slower in the BLOG implementation. The BLOG en-
gine must interpret if–then clauses that occur in the BLOG
model (e.g., lines 10 and 23 of Fig. 1) and explicitly store
values in the MCMC state for intermediate variables, such
asAuthListSuffix in Fig. 1. In the hand-coded implemen-
tation, if-statements and local variables can be written into
the Java code, allowing faster execution.

As a result, while the hand-coded implementation does
10,000 samples in 12–20 seconds, the BLOG engine takes
60–100 seconds. However, our notes from summer of 2003
indicate that with the computers and Java runtime environ-
ment we had then, the hand-coded implementation ran in
about 120 seconds. In other words, our computing infras-
tructure has improved enough that a general system runs
faster than a hand-coded system did three years ago.

7 CONCLUSIONS

We have described a general MCMC inference system that
just requires the user to provide a BLOG model and a pro-
posal distribution. Our main contribution is a semantics for
MCMC states that do not fully specify a possible world. By
allowing partial world descriptions, we support proposal
distributions that do not instantiate irrelevant variables or
assign numbers to interchangeable objects. We also show
how to use a context-specific Bayes net graph to determine
efficiently what factors in the acceptance probability need
to be computed for a given proposal.

Our current system still requires that the user implement a
proposal distribution, which can be a significant undertak-
ing. Other sampling-based approaches to approximate in-
ference require less customization, and allow correspond-
ingly less flexibility. For instance, the widely used BUGS
system[Gilks et al., 1994] allows users to run Gibbs sam-
pling on a wide range of graphical models with no addi-
tional programming. However, Gibbs sampling falls short
in scenarios where it is difficult to move between high-
probability hypotheses by changing one variable at a time.
In such cases, M-H algorithms can explore the posterior
distribution more efficiently. There has been some recent
work on adding generic M-H capabilities to BUGS using
adaptive proposal distributions[Lunnet al., 2005].

Another approach to automatic approximate inference is
forward sampling: using the model’s CPDs to sample vari-
ables given their parents. Milchet al. [2005b] use forward
sampling in a general likelihood weighting algorithm for
contingent BNs. Jaeger[2006] explores several variations
on forward sampling for relational Bayesian networks, in-
cluding a version where values are also propagated up from
evidence nodes through deterministic dependencies. An-
gelopoulos and Cussens[2001; 2005], on the other hand,
use forward sampling in a proposal distribution within an



M-H algorithm. Their models are represented as stochas-
tic logic programs, which define distributions over Prolog
proof trees; the proposal distribution resamples a sub-tree
of the current proof tree. This algorithm has been success-
ful on several applications. However, it seems that more
data-driven proposal distributions are needed for applica-
tions such as citation matching, where forward sampling
has a negligible probability of yielding author names and
publication titles consistent with the observed citations.

Clearly there is more work to be done on general-purpose
inference for relational probabilistic models. In the cita-
tion matching domain, we are extending our BLOG model
and proposal distribution to simultaneously reconstruct the
publications, researchers, and venues mentioned in a set of
citations. We also plan to develop BLOG models and pro-
posal distributions for other tasks, such as resolving coref-
erence among names and pronouns in newswire articles.
We hope that through these efforts, we will come to under-
stand some common principles that underlie effective pro-
posal distributions for various tasks. This understanding
should lead toward the development of a library of (possi-
bly adaptive) proposal distribution modules, which can be
combined to yield effective proposal distributions for new
tasks with little or no programming.
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